In this paper a method is proposed, called circulant matching method, to approximate the superposition of a number of discrete-time batch Markovian arrival sources by a circulant batch Markovian process, while matching the stationary cumulative distribution and the autocorrelation sequence of the input rate process. Special attention is paid to periodic sources. The method is applied to the superposition of MPEG video sources and the obtained results are validated through experiments.
INTRODUCTION
De ning appropriate models for tra c streams in ATM networks has been the subject of intensive research during the past ten years. Several models, together with the corresponding queueing systems, have been proposed. In this paper, a matrix-analytical approach i s f o l l o wed, by c hoosing discete-time batch Markovian arrival processes (D-BMAPs) (see (Blondia 1993) ) as model for ATM tra c. A basic problem in tra c engineering of ATM networks is the computation of the bu er occupancy and waiting time distribution of a single server queue with deterministic service time (i.e. the time needed to transmit a cell) and input consisting of a superposition of processes modeling ATM tra c streams. A major problem encountered when solving this system In this paper, a solution is proposed which reduces the state space of this model drastically. This method, called circulant m a t c hing, is based on an approach proposed in (Hwang et al. 1995) and makes use of a tra c spectral representation, which w as rst introduced to queueing analysis by S . Q . L i e t al. (see e.g. (Li et al. 1992) ). A number of independent D-BMAPs form the input process of a single server queue. The exact superposition of these processes is again a D-BMAP, w i t h n umber of states equal to the product of the number of states of the individual D-BMAPs. The idea is to replace this D-BMAP by a D-BMAP with a smaller circulant transition matrix which m a t c hes two important statistical functions of the exact input rate process, namely the stationary cumulative distribution and the autocorrelation sequence (characterized in the frequency domain by means of the power spectrum). The transition matrix is chosen to be circulant in order to avoid solving an inverse eigenvalue problem. Once the circulant D-BMAP is found, the problem is reduced to solving a D-BMAP/D/1/K+1 queue, for which e cient methods to compute the stationary queue length distribution are available (see e.g. (Blondia et al. 1992) ).
The proposed approach is illustrated by means of the evaluation of the cell loss ratio (CLR) in a multiplexer that is fed by a n umber of video sources. The CLR values resulting from the circulant matching method are compared with those obtained from a series of experiments (Aarstad et al. 1998 ) performed within a European project in the ACTS programme, EXPERT.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the circulant m a t c hing method, emphasising the di erences with the approach proposed by S.Q. Li and paying special attention to periodic sources. In Section 3, the results are applied to the superposition of video sources, in particular to an MPEG source type model. Comparison with the experimental results is made in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2 MULTIPLEXING OF DISCRETE-TIME BATCH MARKOVIAN ARRIVAL PROCESSES 2.1 Discrete-time batch Markovian arrival process A class of stochastic processes which is often used to describe the stochastic nature of an ATM source is the class of processes which are modulated by a Markov c hain. A discrete-time process which belongs to this class is a discretetime batch Markovian arrival process (D-BMAP) (Blondia 1993) .
A D-BMAP is characterised by a sequence of matrices (D k ) k 0 and can be de ned as follows: the matrix D = P 1 k=0 D k is the transition matrix of a discrete-time Markov c hain of dimension m + 1. Suppose that at time n this Multiplexing of discrete-time batch Markovian arrival processes 3 chain is in some state i, 0 i m. A t the next time instant n+1, there occurs a transition to another state j, 0 j m with probability ( D) i j at which a batch arrival may o r m a y not occur. The matrix D 0 governs transitions that correspond to no arrivals while the matrices D k , k 1, govern transitions that correspond to arrivals of batches of size k. Let be the stationary distribution of D, i.e. D= and e= 1, where e i s a c o l u m n v ector of 1's. The mean arrival rate of the process is then given by = ( P 1 k=0 kD k )e. F or more details and properties, see (Blondia 1993 ).
Multiplexing of D-BMAPs: problem description
The superposition of M independent D-BMAPs (
: : where denotes the Kronecker product. It is clear that this superposition leads to a state space explosion, which implies that in practice, (D k ) k 0 is not usable. Therefore, the exact aggregate arrival process is replaced by another, but simpler process, which matches the exact one as close as possible for some important statistical functions. Preferable, the new process is again a D-BMAP, such that it is possible to keep on working within the same framework.
In (Hwang et al. 1995) , it is proposed to replace the superposition of continuous-time Markov modulated Poisson processes (MMPPs) by a M M P P with a special structure, called circulant modulated Poisson process (CMPP). This process has a completely di erent Markovian structure from the superposition, but approximates two important statistical functions of the input rate process: the cumulative distribution representing the stationary statistics and the autocorrelation function in the time domain or equivalently the power spectral function in the frequency domain representing the second order statistics. In the next section it will be demonstrated that this method can be adapted for discrete-time Markov models such as D-BMAPs without too much di culties, and leading to the result that the superposition of D-BMAPs can be replaced by a circulant D-BMAP. Simultaneously, the method will be extended such that the periodicity which is often noticed in the transition matrix of D-BMAPs, and thus also in their exact superposition, is preserved. Examples of periodic Markov sources are the MPEG model which will be used in section 3 and the model to describe the tra c pro le of a tagged CBR connection after it has been jittered by b a c kground tra c (Blondia et al. 1995) . Recent w orks studying and capturing periodicities present in real-time applications are e.g. (Lazar et al. 1993 ) and (Landry et al. 1 9 9 7 ) .
The circulant matching method
The input rate process of a D-BMAP (D k ) k 0 which is assumed to be irreducible and diagonalizable is de ned by ;(m), with ;(m) = ; i while the (5) where is the Dirac delta function.
As can be seen from this formula, the discrete part in the power spectrum is caused by the eigenvalues with modulus 1.
If now not only one D-BMAP is considered, but M independent D-BMAPs (D (i)
k ) k 0 , 1 i M, the autocorrelation sequence of the superposition is given by
and thus
This means that the power spectrum of the aggregate process is completely known by all the eigenvalues of the D-BMAPs (D ( To a void the construction of Q to be equivalent to solving an inverse eigenvalue problem, Q must be such that its eigenvalues are known in closed form. N . Also the Q k 's will be chosen in an appropriate way s u c h that, as in (Hwang et al. 1 9 9 5 ) for the CMPP, the approximating process will be completely determined by two vectors, namely a, the rst row of Q and a rate vector . Q k will be chosen here as (Q k ) : = a (j;i) m o d N ( i) k e ; i k! . However, the Q k 's may also be chosen di erently. As long as P 1 k=0 kQ k = a T , e v erything what follows will stay valid. Thus, it is also possible to de ne only a nite number of Q k 's di erent from the zero matrix. In any case, the input rate vector ; will then equal the rate vector .
To nd a, a set of linear programming problems equivalent with those described in (Hwang et al. 1995) have t o b e s o l v ed until a solution is found. The only di erence is that there ae needs to be zero (since a CMPP is a continuous-time Markov c hain) while here it needs to be 1, with all a j 0 for 0 j N ; 1. In our implementation of this solution method, the faster index search algorithm (ISA) as proposed in (Che et al. 1997 ) is used instead of the ad-hoc scheme developed in (Hwang et al. 1995 ).
An extension to periodic transition matrices is made in the following way: if found by minimising the di erence between the continuous part of the power spectrum of the circulant D-BMAP and of the superposition by using the nonnegative least square method as in (Hwang et al. 1995) . At this point, the transition matrix Q of the circulant D-BMAP and the corresponding values ( c ) l are determined such t h a t P(!) P c (!). Now, only has still to be found such t h a t ( Q k ) k 0 is completely de ned. Of course, has to be determined in such a w ay that the ( c ) l 's, which depend on , are not changed anymore. 
if N is even (N = 2 p). Remark that the value of N will depend on the outcome of the index search algorithm. The only fact known about N is that it has to beamultiple of the period. As can be seen from (9) or (10), there is still a degree of freedom left, namely the l 's. Those will be used to match the stationary cumulative distribution of the input rate process. The stationary cumulative distribu- such that F(x), the stationary cumulative distribution of the aggregate input rate process is completely known from the cumulative distribution of the individual D-BMAPs. In order to match F(x) and F c (x), which must be a cumulative distribution function that jumps by 1 N at each v alue x 2 (since the stationary distribution of a circulant is c = 1 N e T ), the range of x is partitioned into a set of N equal probability rates. The matching problem is then again identical to the matching of the rate distribution for a CMPP in (Hwang et al. 1995 ), which i s s o l v ed as a minimisation problem, in which the components of are the parameters that can be tuned, and that is solved by using the Nelder Meade simplex search method (Nelder et al. 1965) .
A problem which can pop up by implementing the method as described above is the calculation of the powerspectrum of a D-BMAP (D k ) k 0 . As can be seen from (5), the complete eigenstructure (eigenvalues l + corresponding right a n d left eigenvectors g l and h l such that h l g l = 1 ) of D needs to be known. Calculating the eigenvectors can for relatively large periodic matrices give unsatisfactory results. In that case, it is also possible to calculate the powerspectrum directly from the autocorrelation sequence by using the fact ; lim l j < , a n a p p r o ximation for P(!) can be calculated directly from the autocorrelation sequence.
APPLICATION OF THE CIRCULANT MATCHING METHOD TO VIDEO SOURCES
The circulant m a t c hing method for D-BMAPs of subsection 2.3 needs now o f course some validation. For this, the method is applied to an MPEG source type model developed in (Helvic 1996) . This model was used in a series of Connection Admission Control (CAC) experiments (Aarstad et al. 1998) performed in the EXPERT project of the European Telecommunications research programme ACTS at the ATM testbed in Basle, Switzerland.
In MPEG encoding of a video sequence, three di erent compression levels are used. Thereby, three types of frames, namely I-, P-and B-frames are generated. After encoding, the frames are arranged in a periodic deterministic sequence (group of pictures) usually of length 12 in the pattern IBBPBBPBBPBB.
In (Helvic 1996) and (Conti et al. 1996 ), a Markov model for an MPEG source is presented. The model used here is the one of (Helvic 1996) . It is level oriented (see Figure 1) , where level i models the activity of the MPEG source when the generated load of the B-and P-frames between two I-frames is between l i and l i+1 . Within a level, the B-and P-frame activities are modelled by single states, the I-frame load by an approximate distribution given the level. Parameters in the model are the transition probabilities between the di erent states of the model and a load for each state (expressed in bits per frame) which is generated while being in that state. The state sojourntime is 45 msec for all states (a frame duration).
Application
Two examples of MPEG sources are used in the experiments and also modelled as D-BMAPs. They are based on a 24 minutes trace from the Bond movie \Gold nger" and a 24 minutes trace from an Asterix cartoon. Both traces have been made available by O.Rose at the Institute of Computer Science at the University o f W urzburg. The source based on the Bond movie is modelled with 5 load levels and two I-frames at each level (and thus 65 states) while the Asterix cartoon is modelled with 4 load levels and also 2 I-frames at each level (52 states). In the sequel of this paper, these sources will be refered to as \Bond" and \Asterix". Figure 1 ) and dimension 52 for the Asterix source, a search for a circulant Q which has as required eigenvalues the 4 eigenvalues of D which are di erent from zero and have their argument i n 0 6 is performed. By imposing Q to have also period 12, as described in section 2.3, Q will have as eigenvalues among others all the eigenvalues of D. The result is a circulant of dimension 132. For the Bond source, D has 5 eigenvalues in the segment 0 6 and the dimension of the resulting circulant is also 132. For the combination of Bond and Asterix there are 8 eigenvalues with argument i n 0 6 : 4 come from the Asterix source and 5 from the Bond source, but of course they have 0 = 1 in common. The result is a circulant of dimension 276. These dimensions will stay the same irrespective of the number of sources that is multiplexed. The di erence will be in . F or Bond and Asterix sources this means thus that as soon as two sources are multiplexed, the dimensions of the approximation are smaller than those of the exact superposition.
The underlying time unit for the circulant D-BMAPs (a ) is still a frame length of 45 msec. Since this D-BMAP will be used as input for a single server queue with a constant service time which equals the time needed to transmit one cell onto the outgoing link (= 1 slot), (a ) has to be transformed into a D-BMAP (â ^ ) with one slot as the underlying time unit. If it is supposed that the number of slots of being in a state is geometrically distributed with mean x, where x is the number of slots in a frame duration, p = 1 ; 1 x is the probability to go from a state to the same state after one slot. The D-BMAP (a ) c a n t h us be transformed to (â ^ ) b y replacing a 0 by p (a 0 is 0 since Q is periodic) and multiplying all the other elements of a by ( 1 ; p). Further, all the elements of have to be divided by x.
RESULTS
Experimental multiplexing results were obtained in the EXPERT A TM testbed by using a tra c generator and analyser instrument called ATM-100 which gives the possibility to generate and analyse quite general random tra c. The ATM-100 is equipped with two Synthesised Tra c Generators (STGs) that are used for generating the arti cial MPEG tra c. The tra c is multiplexed on an output port of a Fore ASX-200 switch with a bu er of 100 cells. Due to hardware constraints in the tra c generators a pacing rate function has been used to limit the output port capacity to 37.44 Mbit/sec, thereby reducing the number of sources required to adequately load the system. The aggregate tra c stream is analysed in the ATM-100, permitting cell loss measurements.
Those multiplexing experiments were performed in the framework of a CAC investigation for video and data and are reported in detail in (Aarstad et al. 1998) . The experiments are based on multiplexing, since the way to perform them is to change the tra c mix until a CLR below, but as close as possible to a xed value is obtained. These experimental multiplexing results are used to validate the circulant m a t c hing method for D-BMAPs. To be able to compare results with the experimental results, the circulants obtained for multiplexing a number of Bond and Asterix sources have t o b e fed into a multiplexer and values for the CLR have to be calculated. This multiplexer is modelled as a discrete-time D-BMAP/D/1/K+1 queueing system, where K is the bu er size and K + 1 the system size. The service time equals one time slot, i.e. the time needed to transmit one cell on the outgoing link. In (Blondia et al. 1992) , the D-BMAP/D/1/K+1 model is solved and a formula for calculating the CLR is derived.
All the results presented are obtained for a queue length of 100 cells and an outgoing link of capacity 37.44 Mbit/sec. This implies that one time slot equals 11.325 sec. By transforming bits into number of cells, it is assumed that a cell of 53 bytes can contain 48 bytes of data. Figure 2 compares the analytically derived 10 ;4 CAC boundary with the experimentally obtained one. As in the experiments, for a mix of two t ypes of sources, the admission boundary is close to linear (Aarstad et al. 1998) . If the points in Figure 2 are compared, it is seen that the analytical results are more conservative than the experimental results, with a larger deviation if the number of Asterix sources grows. For the D-BMAPs of the MPEG sources, the parameters as obtained from the method in (Helvic 1996) are used, which g i v e rise to a mean arrival rate of 58.1212 cells/45 msec or 0.54820 Mbit/sec for the Asterix source and 63.3247 cells/45 msec or 0.59666 Mbit/sec for the Bond source. However, if the sources are implemented in the tra c generator, the parameters are automatically slightly changed to adapt them to the hardware limitations of the STGs. Depending on the number of sources generated, these slight di erences may become more important. The rst limitation is that the STGs can only provide transition probability v alues in integer multiples of 1 256 . The second limitation is that the peak rate in a state must divide the link rate such t h a t the interarrival time between cells in a given state is always the same integer number of slots. The result is that the mean arrival rate for an experimental Asterix source is 0.51318 Mbit/sec and 0.59221 Mbit/sec for a Bond source. The analytical model for the Asterix source generates thus 0.03502 Mbit/sec more than the experimental model, which means that for a certain experimental point the corresponding analytical CLR will be worse depending on the number of Asterix sources used. This explains partially why i n t h e a n alytical curve t h e number of sources that can be accepted is smaller than in the experiments, with a larger di erence if more Asterix sources are involved. Analogous observations are found by simulation (Aarstad et al. 1998 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the circulant m a t c hing method to approximate the superposition of a number of discrete-time batch M a r k ovian arrival processes by m a t c hing the stationary cumulative distribution and the autocorrelation sequence of the input rate process was proposed. The method was applied to the super-
